Approved Course List

Technology Courses
PWRT 7028 Online Publishing and Documentation
PWRT 7029 Content Management
PWRT 7044 Document Design and Production
PWRT 7045 Web Design
PWRT 7047 Communication Tech in Health
PWRT 7049 Advanced Web Design
*6000 level technology courses may count with permission of the PW director

Theory Courses
PWRT 7035 Professional Writing Theory
PWRT 7040 Rhetoric and Texts
PWRT 7041 History of Technology and Professional Writing
PWRT 7045 Rhetoric
PWRT 7046 Topics in Rhetoric
PWRT 7048 Rhetoric of Medicine and Health
PWRT 7093 Topics in Professional Writing

Electives (can select any course from below or courses not previously taken)
PWRT 6021 Instructional Design
PWRT 6022 Promotional Writing
PWRT 6023 Reports and Proposals
PWRT 6024 Editing Professional Documents
PWRT 6025 Information Design
PWRT 6026 Usability and User Experience
PWRT 6027 Advanced Current Topics in Professional Writing
PWRT 6028 Publishing and New Media
PWRT 7001 Introduction to Professional Writing
PWRT 7004 Advanced Writing and Editing of Professional Documents
PWRT 7042 Environmental Writing
PWRT 7043 Science and Health Writing
PWRT 7095 Capstone in Professional Writing

Advising Notes:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________